W OLFGANG R IEBE
International Inspirational Keynote Speaker
DISCOVER YOUR MAGIC
Life is a magical experience, living is an exciting journey Wolfgang Riebe is the enigmatic catalyst !

Wolfgang has achieved more than most people do in 10 lifetimes !

22 Year Global track record
117 countries
Fluent in English,
German & Afrikaans
Graduate
Multiple Author
Self Made Business Man
HNWI
TV Celebrity
Business Humorist
Facilitator
Executive Enter-Trainer
The Master of
Masters of ceremonies
Adventurer
Endorsements from the
World’s top 500 Blue Chips
Companies
From 60 min
To whole day seminars
All in One Conference
Package of
Speaker, Facilitator &
Entertainer
Full Money Back
Guarantee

A true ‘professor’ of hope , who, by following his heart has grown
from being one of the world’s top corporate entertainers to one of the
most sought after Keynote Speakers on the global business
circuit today.
Armed with a degree in communication and psychology & various
business diplomas, he followed his dream of becoming a consultant
corporate illusionist, designing shows and presentations around
product launches, road shows and events. Coupled with appearances
on the world’s top cruise liners, Broadway & Vegas style production
shows and contracts globally, Wolfgang soon became a leader in this
niche market.
Experiences include walking with Penguins in the Antarctic,
explored the Bermuda Triangle, sailing force 12 hurricanes in the
Atlantic and survived running aground near the North Pole, plus
appearances in Hollywood.
Being an acutely aware entrepreneur, Wolfgang sought opportunities
from all around, and soon became director of his own corporate
consultancy, property investment & TV production company. In later
years he achieved celebrity status with many prime time TV series
on SABC TV and hence became the most successful illusionist in the
entire history of the African continent.
Been there, seen it, done that – it was time to move on and give
back to humanity. Hence the next logical step – Keynote
Motivational Speaking - here’s the difference though :

He offers no “quick fix ra-ra sessions”. Neither is he a ‘personality’
who has the gift of the gab, read some motivational books, and now
claims to be an expert on the subject.
However, he shares personal life experiences, practical life skills,
and laughter from incredible wisdom gained over 22 years of
presenting globally. Through passion, humility, conviction and a
great sense of humour , Wolfgang’s calling has become Inspiring
Humanity.
His No. 1 bestseller, “Discover Your Magic”, is in it's 3rd print and
the DVD version is taking the world by storm.
From pure inspiration, customer service, money magic, wellness to
power charging your memory, Wolfgang offers from 60 minute
keynotes to full day seminars, all tailored around YOUR needs.
He WILL add that Magic Touch to your next event !

